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Abstract.
model.

Circulation near a submarine canyon is analyzed with a numerical

Previous

theoretical

work indicated

that

stratification

controlled

the

interaction of coastalflow with canyons,specifically,the ratio of canyonwidth to
the internal radius of deformation. A wide canyonwas thought to merely steer the
flow, while a narrow canyonwould create substantia•cross-shelfexchange. Four
casesare analyzed consideringtwo directionsof alongshoreflow and two choicesof
initial stratification. The weakly stratified casehas an internal radius about equal
to the canyonwidth, while the strongly stratified casehas one about 3 times the
canyonwidth. The directionof the alongshoreflow is shownin this study to be

the moreimportantof the two factors.In particular,right-bounded
flow (flowwith
the coaston the right, lookingdownstream
in the northernhemisphere)
leadsto
shallowdownwellingin the c•nyon and we•k exchange•crossthe shelfbre•k, while
left-boundedflow createsupwelhngat the headof the canyonand strongexchange
betweenthe oceanand shelf. In left-boundedflow (upwelling),densewater is
pumped onto the shelf, even for strong stratification. However, the stratification
hmits the vertical extent of the topographicinfluenceso that the alongshoreflow
above the canyon is only weakly affectedin the strongly stratified case. With

any level of stratificationthe surfacetemperature(density)is not modifiedat
all by the flow interaction with the sub•narinecanyon. The important dynamics
involve pressuregradientsand Coriolis accelerationand how they interact with the
bathymetric gradientsbut not advectionof momentum. Advection of densityis
clearlyimportant in the upwellingcases.Finally, continuedupwellingonto the shelf
acts as a drag mechanismand retards the alongshorecoastalflow.

1. Introduction

a persistent pool of densewater on the shelf near Van-

In the past, water circulation in submarine canyons
was ignored, largely becauseof the size of these features and becauselarger-scalecirculationon the continental shelveswas poorly understood. What studies of
canyon circulation existed focused on sediment transport driven by tidal oscillations,so observationstended

of the properties of this water showedthat it had come
from offshoreand from depthsof more than 400 m. At

pressuregradient of the coastal circulation. A second

to be taken

studyin thisarea[Freeland
andMcintosh,1989]found

couverIsland[Freeland
andDenman,1982]. Analysis

a few meters

from

the bottom

for a few

the time of the observed
upwellingthe flow alongthe
outer shelfwassouthward.A modelwasproposedthat
the flow up the canyonwas drivenby the geostrophic

flow at the edgeof the shelfcreates
tidal cycles[Inman el al., 1976]. In morerecenttimes that the alongshore
of water motion in and around
a pressuregradientthat forceswater up the submarine
canyonshave been made; but becauseof the complexity canyon.Along the onshoresectionof the canyon,botof the observedflow patterns, there has been a tendency tom slopedriveswater upward,creatingvortexstretchsome direct observations

to avoid submarinecanyonswhen studying shelf circu- ing and cycloniccirculation.
A studyof circulationand sedimenttransferin Quinlation. The result is that the dynamicalprocessesresponsiblefor the flow near submarinecanyonsis rather ault Canyonoff the U.S. northwestcoast[Hickey½l

poorlyunderstood[Hickey,1995].
The first indication

of the influence of submarine

al., 1986]found that subtidalvariationsin the circulation in the canyonand verticalexcursionof turbidity

canyons on coastal circulation was the observation of within the canyon were correlated with variations in
Copyright1996by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.
Papernumber95JC02901.
0148-0227/96/95JC-02901 $05. O0

the alongshore
flow. A similarstudyin AstoriaCanyon
(B. Hickey,Response
of a narrowsubmarine
canyonto
strong wind forcing, submitted to Journal of Physical
Oceanography,
1995](hereinafterreferredto assubmitted manuscript,1995), alsolocatedon the U.S. north1211
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west coast, analyzed the responseto wind-driven reversal of the alongshoreflow. Left-bounded flow was
shown to create strong upwelling and cycloniccirculation within the canyon. Weak alongshoreflow seemed
to result in a closedcirculation abovethe canyon. For
strongerflow there was only a weak disturbanceover
the canyon.

CANYONS

These ideas are considered

in the remainder

of this

paper with a numerical model of flow near a submarine

canyon.The purposeis to analyzethe effectof changes
in stratificationand directionof alongshore
flow on the
circulation in and near submarinecanyons. In particular, two choicesof initial stratification create radii of
deformation that are comparable to and 3 times the

Baltimore canyonis typical of submarinecanyonson

canyon width. For each of these choices,two directions of alongshoreflow are imposed.The remainderof
and about 3 times as long as they are wide. Hunk- the paper is organized in sections,with the next secins [1988]demonstrated
severalpeculiarities
of canyon tion describingthe numerical model and the paramcirculation. The mean alongshoreflow abovethe level eter choicesmade for this study. Section 3 presents
of the surrounding shelf is unaffected by the presence the simulated circulation for the four cases. The areaof the canyon. Within the canyon the time mean cur- integrated transport along certain control planes as a
rent can be upcanyonor downcanyon.Water motion in function of time is also presented. Section4 considers
the upper canyonis along the canyonaxis and toward the implicationsof the model simulationsand comments
the head of the canyon(upwelling),while that at the on the proposeddynamicsof interactionof alongshore
mouth of the canyonis along isobathscreating an an- flow with submarinecanyons.The final sectionpresents
ticyclonic circulation. In Lydonia Canyon, another ex- the conclusions.
the U.S. northeastern

coast which are 10 km in width

ampleof a U.S. northeasterncoastcanyon[Nobleand
Burman,1989],flowabovethe shelfdepthis unaffected

by the canyonbathymetry. However,empirical orthog- 2. Description of Numerical

onalfunction(EOF) modesof across-shore
flow(onthe
shelfand in the canyon)are correlatedwith the alongshore flow, consistentwith the idea that current along

Model

Simulationspresentedin this paper were made with
version3.0 of the semispectralprimitive equationmodel

the axisof the canyonis forcedby the geostrophicpres- (SPEM) describedby Haidvogelet al., [1991]. This
modelis designedfor circulationin an environmentwith
sure gradient of the overlyingflow.
Grand-Rh6ne Canyon on the Mediterranean coast strongchangesin bottom topography,weakfriction and
of France[Durrieu de Madton, 1994]is characterized nonlineardynamics.A detaileddescriptionof the model
by different oceanographicconditions,with the strong is givenby Haidvogelet al., [1991].
The simulationswereconductedin a domain(Figure
alongshorecurrent being along the shelfslopeand not
directionx and64 km
up on the shelf. However,generalresultsshowthat the 1) that is 96 km in the alongshore
in
the
across-shore
direction
y.
The
domain is periodic
flow acrossthe mouth of the canyon(the canyonis on
in
the
alongshore
direction
to
avoid
problems
with open
the right, lookingdownstream)
createsa pressure
gradiboundary
conditions.
However,
for
sufficiently
longsiment that forceswater out of the canyon. Such downaxis
ulations
the
possibility
exists
for
the
disturbance
creflows were identified by turbidity and water mass charated by the canyonto passthroughthe periodicboundacteristics as well as with direct current measurements.

One interestingobservationis that while the alongshore
flow turns into the outer part of the canyon, there is
an anticyclonewithin the inner canyonwhich could be

drivenby the downwellingor by frictionalcouplingwith
the alongshoreflow. Multiple circulation cells within
submarinecanyonshad not been reported previously.
These observational

studies are summarized
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Figure 1. Model domain and bottom topography.The
larger box is the full domain; the smaller box surroundor even wide canyons, current follows isobaths without ing the canyon is the reduced area for figures. The
generatingstrong vertical circulation. However,the cir- coastalarea near the bottom of the figureis 100 m deep,
culation above the canyon seemsto crossthe canyon, and the offshoreoceannear the top is 500 m deep. The
with

no interaction.

contour interval

for the isobaths is 50 m.
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ary and appear upstream. The domain was chosento verticaldensitystratification.The initial temperature
be large enoughthat such upstream disturbancesare is
z
delayed(detailsbelow). Becauseof the small scaleof
t - 0)- 0.0
(s)
submarine canyons,the model grid spacingwas chosen

to be 0.5 km uniformly in both directions. The vertical wherez is the depth in meters(note that z is positemperature
structure of the circulation is representedby 7 spectral tiveupward)andAT is thetop-to-bottom
convertsto density
functions, which is comparableto 13 levels in the ver- difference.Temperaturedifference
by the equationof state(Ap -- --0.14AT).
tical. Some test caseswith this model geometry using difference
larger numbersof functionsshowedno real differences It is convenientto classifythe stratificationby the internalradiusof deformation(A - N H/f), whereN is
in the resulting flow.
frequency,
H is the depth,and f is the
The bottom topographyrepresentsa continenta]shelf the buoyancy
frewith a uniform shape in the alongshoredirection that Coriolisparameter. The squareof the buoyancy
is calculated
as N :• - -g /•p/poH. The two
is cut by a singlecanyon. The shelfis nominally 100 m quency
for the initial temperaturedifference(1øC and
deep, and the offshoreocean is 500 m deep. At any choices
16øC)giveriseto internalradiiof 8.1and32.7km,realongshorex location the depth is definedas

H(x,y)- H,,•- •- 1- tanh

, (1)

spectively.
Thesechoices
weremadesothat the radii
wouldbe comparable
to and3 timesthe canyonwidth.

Thesestratificationvaluesgenerallycoverthe observed

rangeof coastal
stratification,
wherethesmallerdiffer-

where H,n(- 500 m) is the maximumdepth, Hs(- enceproduces
a stratification
that is weakerthanob400 m) is the depthchangefrom the shelfto the ocean, served,
whilethe largercreates
the strongest
observed
yo(X)is the locationof the shelfbreak(definedbelow), stratification.
and a(- 5 km) is a transitionscaledefiningthe shelf
SPEM hasa rigid lid whichrequiresthe determinaslope. The locationof the shelfbreak is
tion of the barotropicstreamfunction,whichis pro-

portionalto thesurface
pressure,
by thesolution
of an
yo(x)--yr•-l-yb 1--e

•

,

(2) ellipticdifferential
equationat everymodeltime step.

The stream function value on the offshorewall (the
wherey•(= 12 km) is the nominaldistanceof the head stream function is zero on the coastalwall) controls
pressure
difference
andtherebythe net
of the canyonfrom the corral wall, y•(= 10 km) is the cross-shore
alongshore
transport.However,
the structure
of the
the distanceaddedto y• to reachthe shelfbreak,
flowis determined
by the modeldynamics
48 km) is the locationof the centerlineof the canyon, alongshore
Forthesesimulations
the
and b(= 2.5 km) is a width scalefor the canyon.These andthe bottomtopography.
offshore
stream
function
was
chosen
to
ramp
up
over
a
choicesproducea canyonthat is approximately10 km
wide at the mouth and 20 km from the mouth to the
period of about 10 days,
head(Figure 1).
Dependentvariablesarethe threecomponents
of flow
3 ' (4)
•b(y-64km)- •bo
• i
alongwith temperature;salinitydoesnot vary in the
simulations. A linear equationof state is specified,so
3 s-• is the asymptoticvalue
densityis proportionalto temperature. The circulation where•bo-- 4-2.5x 106m

-ttanh
t- 6]

occursin a uniformlyrotatingenvironment
(f - 10-4 and the time t is expressedin days. This mechanism
flowof about0.1 m s-•
s- • ); the domainis toosmallandthe durationof the createsa uniformalongshore
simulations

is too short for the latitudinal

variation

of

the Coriolisparameter f to play any role.
Although vertical viscosityis thought to be important in shallow water, it w• ignoredin these simulations in order to reduce the number of processesbeing
consideredand to avoidhavingto choosepoorly known

after about 10 days.
Four simulations are analyzed for the two choicesof
initial stratification and direction of the alongshoreflow,
with the casesdesignatedas weakly or strongly strat-

ified and upwellingor downwelling,dependingon the
direction of alongshoreflow. Three of the caseswere
parameters(the turbulentviscosities).
The implication integratedwith a time step of 270 s for 40 model days,
of this choice is that there is no bottom Ekman layer saving the model state every 5 days. However, the
stronglystratified, upwellingcaserequired a time step
which might provideadditionalflow acrossisobaths.
The interaction of the circulation with the bathyme- of 100 s (becauseof the fasterinternalwaves)for the
try producesconsiderable
gravitywaveenergy,so weak first 5 days and 50 s for an additional 10 days. This
horizontaldiffusionof momentum(proportionalto the simulationwas difficult becausethe upwellingcreated a
Laplacianof the flow)is introducedwith a diffusivityof densewater plume on the shelf along the coastalwall.
20 m• s-• to absorbthis high-frequency
motion. Since A temperature front at the noseof the plume sharpened
temperature(density)advectionis criticalto the circu- until by day 15 the front was too sharp to be resolved
lation, a more scaleselectivedissipationis imposedon by the model grid. By this time the plume was three
temperaturein the form of biharmonicdiffusionwith a quarters of the way around the model domain and was
coe•cient of 5.0 • 10s m 4 s-•.
beginningto interact with the canyon. It would have
The initial state of the model is rest with a linear
been possibleto increasehorizontal diffusionto coun-
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teract the sharpeningof the front, but the purposeof model exhibits the followingtwo generalphasesof adthe simulation was servedby the 15 daysof simulation. justment: spin-up and adjustment. This behavior is
Becausethese simulationsuse a periodic domain, it best illustrated by the transport calculationsthat are
is important to determinethe time requiredfor distur- describedbelow. Spin-up occursover the first 10 days
bancesto travel aroundthe model domain(96 km). of the simulation for all cases, and this is controlled
There is no surfacegravity waveto be concerned
about by the time developmentof the offshorestream funcin SPEM becauseof the rigid lid. The internal wave tion value. Beyond day 10 the simulations adjust to
speedcan be estimatedas ci - x/g• H, where H is the the alongshoreflow and the nature of the adjustment
depth (rangingfrom 100 m on the shelfto 500 m in is rather differentfor the two directionsof alongshore
the ocean)and g• - g Ap/po is the reducedgravity. flow. The downwellingcasesundergoa slow frictional
Thus the internal wave speedfor weakly stratified cases decay in speed, while the upwelling casesadjust more
ranges
from0.36to 0.82m s-•, whilethestronglystrat- rapidly owingto the densewater being depositedon the

ified caseshavea rangeof 1.46 to 3.27 m s-•. The shelf(discussed
in detailbelow).
weaklystratifiedinternal wavescan circlethe modelin
1.35 to 3.1 days,while the stronglystratifiedwavestake
0.36 to 0.82 days. It is clear that the internal gravity
wavescirclethe domainmany timesduringthe 10 days
of spin-up,but recall that thesewavesare createdby
initial transients and are preferentially damped.

The generalcharacterof the circulationis established
by model day 10 for all cases,and this is the best time to
describethe effect of the canyonon the imposedflow.

It is not really appropriate to look for the long-term
steady state, as the circulation on the shelf rarely remains constant for extended periods. Additionally, the
A secondwave to consideris the trapped topographic wraparoundflow can becomeimportant after this time,
vorticity wave which can have a number of wave struc- further cloudingthe dynamics.
Each of these casesis describedby the horizontal vetures, dependingon the bottom shapeand the stratiThe characteristics of these waves are deterlocityat twolevels,middepthon the shelf(52.5 m) and
mined with softwaredevelopedby Wilkin [1987]and belowthe shelfbreak (127.5 m). The verticalvelocusedby Wilkin and Chapman[1990]. Owing to the ity just belowthe shelfdepth (105 m) is usefulto in-

fication.

small domain,the fastestwavesin the modeldomainin dicate exchangebetweenthe canyonand the adjacent
any mode are the longest allowed which have a wave- shelf. Finally, the cumulative effect of vertical motion
length of 96 km. The fastest modeshave speedsof 1.24 is shown by the temperature structure above the shelf

and 0.79 m s-• for the stronglyand weaklystratified (95 m). The "odd"depthsarechosen
to match(orsplit)
cases,respectively. These wavestravel around the do- varioushorizontalplanes(at depthsof 105 and 150m)
main in about 1.0 and 1.5 days, respectively. The slower through which transport is calculated. The flow is diswaves(highermodesand shorterwaves)havespeedsas played at the midpoint of these levels, and the vertical
slowas 0.1 m s-•, whichis comparable
to the speedof velocity is shown at the top of the canyon.
the net flow. These waves clearly circle the domain several times during the simulations, thus contaminating 3.1. Weakly Stratified, Downwelling Case
the solution. The downwellingcasesdo not show any
This casehas an initial temperature differenceof i øC
accumulation of vorticity that might be due to these over 500 m and alongshoreflow is driven to the right,
waves. The upwelling cases,however, allow the possi- lookingoffshore
(right-bounded).
After 10 daysof forcbility that some of the shelf waves may be causedto ing the circulationat middepthsoverthe shelf(52.5 m)
stand by the opposingmean flow, and there is some is everywheretowardthe right (lookingoffshore)about
indication in the resultsthat localizedstanding distur- 0.1 m s-•, exceptoverthe canyonwherethe flow exbances occur. However, no obvious effects occur that
hibits a cyclonicturn (Figure 2a). The circulationis
mask the direct interaction of the flow with the canyon weak over the center of the canyon and is larger at the
bathymetry.
headof the canyon(up to 0.2 m s-•). Currentsbelow
A final speed to be concerned about is advection.

the shelfbreak (127.5 m) havelargelythe samecharForcingcreatesan alongshore
flowof 0.1 m s-1 which acteristics(Figure2b) as thoseabove.Aroundthe rim

carries water around the domain in 11.1 days. The of the canyon the current is about double the speedof
strongestcurrent in the simulationsis alongthe coastal that offshore;the horizontal circulation over the center
wall at about 0.2 m s-•, giving an advectiontime of the canyonis weak. The vertical velocityjust below
of about 5 days. The potential exists for the flow the shelf is rather antisymmetrical(Figure 2c), with
in the vicinity of the canyon to be influenced by the downwellingon the upstream(left) sideof the canyon
wraparound flow after 15 days or so. This turns out and upwellingon the downstreamside. There is a small
not to be a problem, except for the strongly stratified, upwellingnear the upstreamcornerof the canyonand
upwellingcase,as we will seefrom the model results.
a correspondingdownwellingarea downstreamof the
3.

canyon.Thelargestdownward
speed(-0.0016m s- •) is
largerthanthelargestupwardspeed(0.0011m s-•), so

Results

eventhoughthe spatial pattern is antisymmetric,there
is a net downwarddisplacementfor particles.
The temperature changerelative to the initial temof submarinecanyonson alongshoreflow which involve
choices of initial stratification
and flow direction.
The
perature at this depth (95 m) is everywherewarmer
Four situations

are considered

to illustrate

the effect
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than the water at the same depth offshore(Figure creasein speed around the edge of the canyon. The
2d), consistent
with a generaldownwelling
withinthe vertical speed below the shelf break (105 m) is ancanyon.It is evidentthat the modifications
of the tem- tisymmetricalwith downwellingon the upstreamside
peratureare confined
to the vicinityof the canyon.On of the canyon and upwellingon the downstreamside
either sideof the canyonthere are regionsof cooler,up- (Figure3). The strongest
verticalspeedis alongthe

welledwater(about0.02øCcoolerthanat thebeginningrim of the canyon, and the maximum downwellingis
strongerthan the maximumupwelling(-0.00086versus
of the simulation).
structure
The generalstructureof this circulationpattern is 0.00051m s-•). Thereis moresmall-scale
that the alongshore
flow followsisobaths,evenin the in the vertical velocity that is due to internal waves
canyon,wherethe water accelerates
aroundthe rim of whichare supportedby the strongerstratification.The
the canyon,slippingdeeperon the upstreamrim, and major distortionof the temperature(density)is within
returningupwardon the downstream
rim. The largest the canyon(figurenot shown),wherethereis a strong
verticaldistancefor a fluid particle(estimatedfrom the downwarddisplacementof the isotherms. The largest
temperaturechange(about 0.075øC)dividedby the ini- temperatureanomaly occursat the head of the canyon
tial temperaturegradient(iøC over 500 m)) is about and decreasesmonotonically toward the open ocean.
37.5 m. For this case the effect of the canyon is local- Weak upwellingoccursat the shelfbreak both up- and
downstream of the canyon.

ized.

3.2. Strongly Stratified, Downwelling Case
The strongly stratified, downwellingsimulation is a
repeat of the previouscase,except that the initial vertical temperature differenceis 16øC. The horizontalflow

abovethe shelf(52.5 m) is veryuniformwith a speedof
about0.1 m s-• (figurenot shown).Thereis a slightly
perceptibledisturbanceover the canyonhaving a slight

amountof cyclonicturning.The deeperflow(127.5m)
is alsovery uniform awayfrom the canyon(figurenot

Although there is more structurein the circulation
in this case,the generalflow pattern is similar to the
previouscase,with someof the alongshore
flow turning
into the canyonand descendinguntil it reachesthe axis
of the canyon.The flowthen ascends
throughthe downstream side of the canyonto rejoin the alongshoreflow.
The largestverticalexcursionof isothermsis 23.1 m at
the head of the canyon(estimatedfrom a temperature
changeof 0.74øC).

shown)with a speedof about0.1 m s-1. Within the 3.3. Weakly Stratified, Upwelling Case
canyon the circulation is rather weak, except for an in-
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of the canyon(Figure4c), exceptalongthe upstream

AlongshoreDistance (kin)

rim, where there is a narrow band of downwelling.The
region
of general upwellingextendswell offshorealong
Figure 3. The vertical velocityjust below the shelf
the
canyon
centerline. At the downstream corner of
break (105 m)for the stronglystratified,downwelling
caseat day 10. The solidline is the 105-misobath,indi- the canyon along the shelf and offshore,there is a recating the shelfbreak. The solidlinesindicatepositive gion of downwelling. The largest upward motion in
(upward)flow,andthe dashedlinesshownegativeflow. the canyon occurs along the downstream rim with a
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Figure 4. Sameas Figure 2, exceptfor the weaklystratified,upwellingcase.

strengthof 0.001 m s-•.

The upwellingwithin the wellingon the downstreamsideof the canyonalongthe

canyonis clearly indicated by the low temperature over

shelf break is evident as a warmer temperature.

The general characterof the circulationin this upthe canyonand downsteam(Figure4d). The plumeof
coldwater (0.4øCcolderthan the initial temperature) welling case involvesundisturbed upstream flow that
clearly comesfrom the head of the canyon and floods turns into the canyon and splits into two parts. One
the shelf. A secondregionof cold water occursalong part continuesinto the canyon,moving upward all the
the shelf break downstreamof the canyon. The down- while, exiting at the head of the canyonto becomea jet
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alongthe coastalwall. A second,
smallerbranchturns
towardthe canyon,deflectsoffshore
andthencontinues

_.

i

i

t

I

i

i

parallelto thecoast.A smallcyclone
is trappedat the
shelfbreakjust downstream
of the canyon.The largest

v1

verticalexcursionof a waterparticleis estimatedto be
192.5m from a temperaturechangeof 0.385øC.

u1

3.4. Strongly Stratified, Upwelling Case

v2

v3

u2

u3

v4

u4

u5

lOO

This final case reconsidersthe previouscase, with

v5

v6
.]

a strongly
stratifiedfluidhavinganinitialtemperature

¾4

difference
of 16øC.The circulationat middepth(52.5m)
overthe shelfis ratheruniformat about0.1 m s-1 (fig-

ure not shown).Thereis a slightcyclonic
turn over
the canyonand a perceptible
increase
in speedalong

200

-

_

the coastalwall downstreamof the canyon,but oth-

erwise,thereis almostno indication
of a disturbance.
The circulationbelowthe shelf(127.5m) is very•miformoffshore,
with a strongturningof the flowinto the
canyonon the upstream
side(figurenot shown).As
in the previouscase,the waterthat entersthe canyons
splitsinto two parts,onethat continues
the cyclonic
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turn toward the head of the canyon and another part

that turnsanticyc]onica]ly
andexitsthe canyon.Strong Figure 6. Planesfor the volumetransport calculation.

upwelling
occurs
overthewholetopofthecanyon
(Fig- The planeis locatedat the shelfbreak(depthof 105m)
ure5). Twosmallcenters
ofdownwelling
areevident
at which is 11 km offshoreof the coastalwall. The along-

theupstream
cornerandjust downstream
ofthecanyon; shore transports U are calculatedalong sevenvertical
however,
theverticalspeedin theseareasissmall.The planes stretching from the shelf break to the coastal

largest
upward
speed
inthecanyon
is0.004ms-•, with

wall. The cross-shoretransports V are calculated over

thelargestdownward
speedabouthalfthat value.Near eight vertical planes. The vertical transportsW are calthe top of the canyon(95 m) the coldestwateroccurs culated acrossfour horizontal planeswhich stretch from

alongtheupstream
rimneartheheadofthecanyon
(fig-

the shelf break to the coastal wall.

ure not shown).Thereare two poolsof warmerwater
Strongly Stratified, Upwelling

Vertical Velocity (10-6 m s-1)
Depth:105 m
35
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Time: 10 days
i

i
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just up- and downstreamof the canyon,corresponding
to the downwellingcenters.
The generalcirculationfor this casehaswaterturning
into the canyonand muchof it upwellingontothe shelf.
The offshoredistance over which the density field is
disturbedby the canyonis largerthan the previouscase,
reflectingthe larger internal radius of deformation.The
lowesttemperature at the head of the canyonis about
1.14øCcolderthan the initial temperature,implyinga

•

25

vertical

•

20

3.5. Transport

•

15

The

excursion

of about 35.6 m.

Calculation

four simulations

described

above result

in dif-

ferent volumesof water being exchangedverticallyand
horizontally.Volumetransportis calculatedalonga se-

riesof planes(Figure 6), chosento estimateexchange
¸

lO

between the ocean and the shelf. A natural plane to

choseis one aligned with the shelf break; the specific
location is along the isobath on the undisturbedshelf
associatedwith the depth 105 m, which is 11 km off0
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shore of the coastal wall. Five cross-shelfplanes divide
the shelf into four regions. These planesare located at
either

end of the reduced

model

domain

to character-

ize the alongshelftransport away from the canyon,just
up- and downstreamof the canyon and along the cenFigure5. SameasFigure3, except
forthestronglytral axis of the canyon. Vertical transport is estimated
over two horizontal planes, one coveringthe canyonjust
stratified, upwelling case.
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Table 1. Transport Across All Planes at Day 10 for and downstream values positive. The largest crossthe Four Model CasesPlus the Strongly Stratified, Up- shore transports occur over the canyon above the shelf

wellingCaseWithout MomentumAdvection.
w/u
U•
U•.
Us
U4
U5
Us
U?
V•
V•
Va
1/4
Vs
Vo
V?
Vs
W•
W•.
Ws
W4

102.22
116.52
128.43
117.93
105.52
23.91
10.35
-14.30
-33.72
30.70
12.42
-7.28
7.75
-5.18
6.31
-21.81
20.21
-5.17
4.04

105.49
113.08
116.36
112.79
106.03
13.68
2.16
-7.59
-12.42
11.69
6.76
-4.36
5.25
-2.34
2.47
-9.14
8.12
0.17
-0.31

-125.38
-122.31
-86.62
-60.18
-57.50
-7.65
1.11
-3.07
-16.90
-22.12
-2.68
-6.55
-7.37
-5.70
-3.49
18.80
4.32
4.57
4.60

s/u
-103.65
-104.38
-88.26
-73.49
-72.64
-2.19
0.46
0.73
-8.71
-10.79
-0.85
-4.68
-5.54
-1.00
-0.16
7.41
3.98
0.54
0.63

s/u/
-79.18
-89.79
-111.64
-89.52
-83.11
-5.02
-0.94
10.61
27.(17
-20.05
-6.41
-0.21
-6.45
(I.95
-1.58
5.22
2.07
-0.01
(I.64

Units are l0 s ms s-1. Headingsindicateweak(W) or
strong(S) stratification,
upwelling(U)or downwelling
(D)
and linear (L) dynamics. U, V, W are alongshore,
crossshore and vertical transports, respectively. Subscript nmn-

(V2 and Va), but significanttransportcrosses
the shelf
break upstreamand downstreamof the canyon(V• and
V4). Finally, there is small but nonnegligible
transport
within the canyonitself (Vs, V?and V,, Vs).
These calculationsindicate that the water is swirling
around the canyon cyclonically; the magnitude of exchangein each direction acrossthe shelfbreak is about
the same. The small differencesin the alongshoretransport indicate that there is some net onshorewater mo-

tion, but the magnitudeis very small (lessthan 1% of
the alongshore
transport).
The vertical transport at day 10 is similar to the
across-shelftransport, with downward motion on the

upstreamside(W• and Wa) and upwardmotionon the
downstream
side(W:• and W4). Thesevaluesare about
half of the across-shelftransport which indicates a substantial amount of water moving vertically within the
canyon. However,the net vertical motion is small, given
the slightly larger downward transport than the corre-

spondingupwardtransport(W• versusW2 and Wa versusW4). The initial downwardadjustmentof the isopycnalsoccursduring the first 5 days(both of the deep
transportsare downward),but thereafter,the circulation hasno net verticaltransport(Figure7). Therefore

bets denotethe plane (Figure 6) for whichthe transportis the densityfield is displacedin the simulationonly durcalculated.
ing the early spin-up and doesnot changethereafter.

3.5.2. Strongly stratified, downwelling. The
transportsat day 10 for the stronglystratifiedcaseare
belowthe shelf(105m) anda secondat 150m (a some-

similar to thoseof the weaklystratifiedcase,with only

what arbitrary choice, but it divides the canyon into

four volumesof about the samesize).

Weakly Stratified, Downwelling
Vertical Transport

The total transport is calculated normal to each of

theseplanes(seeFigure6 for the symbolsusedfor each
transport calculation)by numericallyintegratingthe

3o

model solution at 5-day intervals. The transport calculations are described below, and values for all of the
simulationson day 10 are given in Table 1. The time
historiesof vertical transport for two casesare displayed
in Figures 7 and 8.
3.5.1. Weakly stratified, downwelling. Transport acrossevery plane for the weakly stratified, downwelling case increasesrapidly to day 15 and decline

2o

•

weaklythereafter(Figure7). The alongshore
transport
at day 10(Table1) is largestoverthe canyon(U3) with
decreasingtransport upstream(U2) and downstream
(U4) of the canyon. A further transportdecreaseoccursat the upstream(U•) and downstream
(Us) ends

0

o

•

of the domain. Note that the downstreamtransports

-10

-20

(U4 and Us) are slightlylargerthan the corresponding
upstreamvalues(U1 and U2), indicatingsomewater
movementonto the shelf from the ocean. The along-

shoretransportwithin the canyon(U6 and U7) are 4
to 5 times smaller than the flow along the shelf, but
both are in the same direction as the alongshelfflow,
becomingweaker with depth.
The transport acrossthe shelf break at day 10 is an
order of magnitude smaller than the alongshelftrans-

-30

'

0

10

•

20

30

40

Time (days)

Figure 7. Time seriesof verticaltransportintegrated
over the planesindicated in Figure 6 for the weakly

stratified, downwellingcase. The numberson eachline
indicate whichtransport is being displayed.Valuesare
ports, with upstreamvaluesnegative(onto the shelf) plotted every 5 days.
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isopycnals, creating baroclinic adjustment throughout
the simulation. At day 10 the alongshoretransport

Vertical Transport

(Table 1) is everywherenegative,as expected,except

2O

for the deepest transport acrossthe axis of the canyon

(Uv), whichis slightlypositive,indicatinga cotintercirculation deep in the canyon. The largest alongshore

transportis now downstreamof the canyon(U• and
U2), and the alongshoretransportincreases
from tipstream to downstream. There is very little differencein
valuesbetween the ends of the domain and the edgeof

the canyonon the sameside (U• versusU2 and U4 versusUs), sothe transportincreaseoccursby across-shelf
flux at the canyon.
The across-shelftransports at day 10 are generally
about a quarter of the alongshorevalues. Significant

across-shore
flow occursover the canyon(Va and V3).
A weakonshoreflow existsin the middle (V5 and Vc)
and deepest(V7 and Vs) levelsof the canyon. Over
time, Vs changessign, indicating the developmentof a
deep,barocliniccyclone. The transports acrossthe shelf

breakawayfromthe canyon(V• and V4) aresmall.The

0

0

10

2O

3O

4O

Time (days)

major cross-shelf
exchangeoccursabove the shelfover
the canyon.

The verticaltransporttellsa simplestory(Figure8),
Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, exceptfor the weakly with upwellingeverywhereand at magnitudesthat are
stratified, upwelling case.
comparableto the largest onshoretransports. The upward transport on the downstream side of the canyon

(W•) is largestby far, and the rest are about 5 times
smaller. After the rapid increaseduring the first 10 days
a few detailsbeingdifferent(Table 1). The alongshoreall of the vertical transports becomesmaller, eventually
transportagainis largestoverthe canyon(U3) and settling to a constantvalue toward the end of the simweakeron either side, but the valuesat the five sec- ulation. There is persistentupwellingat the top of the
tions are much closer. Furthermore, the corresponding canyonoccuringat day 40, both on the up- and downupsteamand downstreamsections(U2 versusU4 and stream sidesof the canyon. The tipwellingdeeperin the
U1 versusUs) are essentiallyidentical.
canyon reducesnearly to zero.
The transport acrossthe shelf break is an order of
3.5.4. Strongly stratified, upwelling. The case

magnitudesmallerthan the alongshelfvalues;upstream for stronglystratifiedupwellingis run for only 15 days,
transport is onshore,while downstreamis offshore.The but the time behavior of the solution is similar to the
largest transports are over the canyon above the shelf weakly stratified case, only with smaller magnitudes.

depth (V2 and V3) but the cross-shelf
transportsupstreamand downstreamof the canyon(V1 and V4) are
significant.The transportwithin the canyonitself (Vs,
V7 and ¬, Vs) is a respectablefractionof that above

All of the alongshore
transportsat day 10 (Table 1)
increase in the downstream direction, but the values

away from the canyonon either side (U1 and U2, U4
and U•) are almostidentical,indicatingthat there is

the shelf break. The vertical transports are completely very little water moving acrossthe shelf break away
dominatedby vertical motion at the shelfdepth (W1 from the canyon. The transport acrossthe axis of the

and W2), whichare aboutthe samemagnitudeandare canyonbelowthe shelf(Us and U•) is verysmall,sothe
comparablein size to the acrossshelf transport. The

circulation within the canyon is very weak. The bulk of

deeperverticaltransports(W2 and W4) are negligibly the onshoreflow is occurringin the canyon,both above
small.
the levelof the shelf(V2 and V3) and in the top 50 m
Two notable differences are caused by the higher of the canyon(Vo,and V6). Small onshoreflow also
stratification. A larger area is affectedby the flow dis- developsdeep on the downstreamside of the canyon
turbance near the canyon, and the vertical motion in (V?), whichis eventuallybalancedby outflowon the
the canyonis more strongly confinedto the upper wa- upstreamside(Vs).
ter levels(above150m).
The vertical transports at day 10 indicate upwelling
3.5.3. Weakly stratified, upwelling. The time
behaviorand magnitudeof the transportsfor the weakly
stratified, upwellingcaseare rather differentfrom the
downwellingcasesjust described. The vertical transportspeakrapidly(Figure8) and thendeclineto small
values. The continual upwelling, however,distorts the

everywherein the canyon,with the largestupwellingat
the top of the downstream
sideof the canyon(W1), but
there is substantial upwelling on the upstream top of

the canyonaswell(W2. The deeperverticaltransports
(W3 and W4) alsoindicateupwellingbut muchweaker
than those higher up in the canyon.
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increased stratification reduces the vertical transport
by a factor of almost 3 and the cross-shoretransport by

half. The higher stratification also reducesthe depth
range over which the fluid parcelsmove in the circuit
of alongshore
flow rather than with differentstratifi- around the canyon. The upwelling caseshave a similar
cation. It was originally thought that the important reduction of the transport for increasedstratification.
A second effect of stratification
is to limit the influcharacteristicfor canyonswas the ratio of the canyon
width to the internal radius of deformation and that a ence of the canyon on the overlying flow. For downnarrow canyonwould respondvery differently from a welling casesthe flow at middepth over the canyonis
wide canyon.One way to characterizethe stratification only weaklyaffectedby the canyon,whichis similarto
The first result of these simulations is the very dif-

ferent circulation that occurs with different direction

is throughthe stratificationnumber(S = NH/fL),
which is the ratio of the internal radius of deforma-

the observations
reportedby Hunkins[1988]and Noble
andBurman[1989],both of whomstudieddownwelling

tion to a horizontallength scale,which in this caseis situations. As the stratification increases,the effect of
the width of the canyon. For the simulationsconsid- the canyon decreases. For upwelling casesthere is a
ered here the stronglystratified casedoesrepresenta similar decreasein the influence of the canyon on the

narrowcanyon(the canyonwidth is one third of the overlyingflow whichagreeswith observations
[Hickey
internal radiusof deformationor S = 3.3), while the et al., 1986;Hickey,submittedmanuscript,1995].
weakly stratified caseis intermediate between wide and

The structure of the flow in the canyon can be de-

narrow(canyonwidth is about equalto the radiusof scribedby relative vorticity and vortex stretching. The
downwellingcaseshavethe simplestresponse.The fluid
deformationor ,5'- 0.82).
Although the stratification doeshave someeffect on

throughout the canyonis pusheddeeper during its cir-

the resultingcirculation(seecommentsbelow),the di- cuit, so there is a general downwellingin the canyon
rection of the alongshoreflow is critical. For right- which stretches vortex columns near the surface. This
bounded coastal flow the geostrophicpressuregradi- stretching producescyclonicvorticity which is evident
ent is offshore.

As the flow at the shelf break

turns

toward the coast, it is slowedby the large-scale,crossshorepressuregradient. This weakeningof the flow reducesthe Coriolisacceleration,allowingthe water to be
pushedoffshoreand down the topographicslope. After
the water crossesthe axis of the canyon, it is accelerated by the large-scalepressuregradient, rising due

in the circulation(Figure2a). Furtherevidence
of this
circulation is given by the alongshoretransport within

the canyon(Table 1). The best indicatorsare U½;and

Uv, which are the transport in the top 50 rn of the
canyonand in the deep part of the canyon,respectively.
For weakly stratified downwellingboth of these values
are consistentwith cycloniccirculation throughout the
to the increased Coriolis acceleration.
Because of the
canyon and a decreasein strength in the deeper part
weak dissipationin thesesimulations,the water returns of the canyon. For the strongly stratified downwelling
almostto its originaldepth (isobath),after whichit casethe circulation is still cyclonic,with the upper circontinuesalongshore.This circulation was observedby culation only half of that for the weakly stratified case.
However, the deep circulation is considerably weaker
Durrieu de Madton[1994].
stratification.Hunkins[1988]reports
The large-scale,cross-shorepressuregradient is on- with the increased
shore for left-boundedflow and the same general dy- deep mean flow in the canyon to be weaker than that
namics describedabove apply. As the water enters the above, but there is no changein direction at the deepest
canyonfrom the shelf slope,it is now acceleratedby the level.
large-scalepressuregradient, sliding up the topography
The upwelling case is more complicated becauseof
due to the increased Coriolis acceleration.
Water near
the long-term baroclinicadjustment due to the continthe top of the canyon is pushed onto the flat shelf and uing upwellingand the fact that the upstreamflow is
is no longerconstrainedto follow the canyonisobaths. affectedby the coastal plume. However, the circulation
The lifting of water on the upstreamsideof the canyon (Figure4a) indicatesan anticyclone
on the shelfdownproducesa large transport of water onto the shelf and stream of the canyonwhich is explained by compression
is responsiblefor the fundamental differencein the cir- of vortex columnsby continuousupwelling at the top
culation for the different directionsof alongshoreflow. of the canyon. Since most of the lifting occursat the
Water deeper in the canyon is not lifted sufficiently to head of the canyon, the vorticity is expressedon the
exit the canyon, and so it participates in the second adjacent shelf. At depths for which the water remains
phase of the circulation, where it is deceleratedby the in the canyon, all of the vortex columnsare stretched,
large-scalepressuregradient and pushedlower by the givingrise to cyclonicvorticity (Figure 4b). Freeland
reducedCoriolis acceleration.The upwellingwithin the and Denman[1982]report a cycloniccirculationover
canyon is like that describedby Freeland and Denman the canyon which is not consistentwith the model re[1982],exceptthat the water poolednear the headof sults. It may be that the continuousupwelling in the
the canyonin their caseand the densewater was driven model, coupledwith export of the water alongthe coast,
creates a different situation from the one observed by
along the coastin thesesimulations.
For a givendirectionof alongshoreflow, stratification Freeland and Denman. The reason for this difference
controlsthe magnitudeof the response,as is evident in between model and observations is, at this point, not
the transport calculations. For the downwellingcases, clear.
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There is a seconddifferencebetweenthe upwelling
and downwellingcases;the upwelling caseshave a reversal of the circulation deep in the canyon, while the
downwellingcasesdo not. This resultis unexpectedbut
can be explained by consideringtwo adjacent density
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layers. If the interface between the layers moves upward, then there is compressionin the upper layer and
stretching below, creating a changein sign of the vor- '•' 25
ticity in the two layers. This baroclinic responseoccurs
in the upwelling cases. If, however,the upper surface
moves downward a larger distance than the interface • 20
does,then there is compressionin both layers and there
is no reversal of the circulation. This barotropic re- m 15
sponseoccursin the downwellingcases. This difference
in responsebetweenthe two directionsof coastalflow is
due to the continualupwellingonto the shelf which cre- ¸ 10
ates large displacementsof the isopycnalsin the upper
water column. In the downwellingcasesthe downward
motion simply pools surfacewater over the canyondur-

ing the initial transient and the isopycnalsthereafter
ceasemoving which stopsthe vortex compression.
A result of this equilibrium in the downwellingcases
as comparedto upwellingis that there is a large difference in the amount of water moved across the shelf
break for these two directions of coastal flow. In both

of the downwellingcasesthe transport acrossthe plane
at the shelf break away from the canyon is weak. Over
the canyon the transports are larger but are in both directions and therefore create very weak net exchange.
The upwelling casesare very different in that someof
the water that enters the canyon is deposited onto the
continental shelf, creating a very large exchange,much
larger than occursacrossthe shelf break awayfrom the

35

Alongshore Distance (km)
Contour

Interval:

50

Figure 9. Same as Figure3, exceptfor the strongly
stratified, upwellingcasewithout momentum advection.

downstreama bit) but are dueto pressuregradientsand
Coriolis

acceleration.

A number of physical processeswere excluded from
this dynamical study in order to sort out a small numcanyon.
ber of interactions. The most important processnot inGiven that the flow speed in these simulations is of cluded is vertical friction, which givesrise to frictional
the orderof 0.1 m s-•, one might wonderabout the Ekman layers. The bottom frictional layer not only
importance of nonlinearprocesses.The Rossbynumber slowsthe flow, but alsocreatesageostrophictransports.
(Ro = U/f L)is an indicatorof the importanceof ad- The relative size of fluid transport acrossthe shelf break
vection of momentum and has valuesrangingfrom 0.1 away from the canyon by the bottom Ekman layer as
to 0.2, if the horizontal length scaleis chosento be the compared with the transport within the canyon is imwidth of the canyon. Thus nonlinear effects are weak portant but cannot be estimated from this study. It
but not really negligible. The effect of advectionof would also be interesting to see if frictional slowingof
density is clearly important, especiallyin the upwelling the flow near the bottom causes fundamental differences
case, where dense water is deposited onto the shelf by in the circulationpatterns.Therearereports[Hickeyet
the circulation within the canyon.
al., 1986; Durrieu du Madton, 1994; Hickey, submitted
An additional simulation was run for each of the up- manuscript,1995]of detachednepheloidlayerswithin
welling casesin which momentum advectionwas re- canyonswhich are thought to comefrom frictional laymoved from the model dynamics. The vertical speed ers on the upstream corner of the canyon. Such proat the top of the canyon(Figure9), compared
with the cessesare important to investigatebut cannot be done
nonlinearcase(Figure5), coversa smallerareaconfined with the current choiceof dynamics.
to the head of the canyonbut is more intense. The flow
These simulations have been forced in a very simple
is more symmetrical than the nonlinear case. Further- and, perhaps, unrealistic way by imposinga condition
more, the plume developsslowerand propagatesslower of total transport which gives rise to a very uniform
along the wall in the simulationswithout advectionof and steady alongshorecurrent. A better way to force
momentum. The nonlinear processesdo causechanges the model would be with wind stress, which will crein the details of the circulation over the canyon. How- ate a more realistic structure to the alongshoreflow.
ever, the solutionsare not very different, indicatingthat Winds also generatesurface Ekman layers which prothe interaction of coastal flow, at least for the choices vide another mechanismto transport water acrossthe
made in this study, are not strongly influencedby ad- shelf break. Clearly, the next investigationshould invectionof momentum(the patternsare merelypushed cludevertical friction to allowboth externalforcingand
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welling casesremovesenergy from the alongshoreflow
and has the effect of retarding the coastal circulation.
Another unrealistic
feature of these simulations
is The true importanceof this drag mechanismon coastal
that the alongshoreflow is constantin strengththrough- circulationmust wait for simulationswith direct forcing
out the simulation. Observations clearly show that the and viscousdissipation.
strength of the alongshoreflow variesboth with season
Ekman layers, which are both known to be important

in coastal environments.

and on timescales
of daysor weeks[Hickey,1995,subAcknowledgments.
Most of the calculations
in this paperwere
mitted manuscript,1995]. This time variabilitymeans performed
on the computers
at the NationalCenterfor Atmospheric
that it is unlikely that alongshoreflow will persist for
the long time used in the simulations. However, this
time variability of the forcing can be consideredonly
after steady circulation patterns have been analyzed.
Transport of water acrossthe shelf break can also
occur by flow variability due to instability of the shelf
break front or instability of a strong offshorecurrent.
No instability occured in the alongshoreflow in these
simulations,so no statement can be made about the importanceof theseprocesses
relative to the topographic
interaction with the canyon. Flow instability is very
difficultto investigatewithin numericalmodelsbecause
of the delicate nature of the dynamicsthat createsdynamic instability. The relative importance of canyon
effectsand instability at the shelf break cannot be in-
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